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wooden toys and gifts

Milani srl creates and commercializes - under the brand
milaniwood.com - wooden toys, games and objects, invented by a team
of young designers and completely made in Italy by the manufacturing company.
milaniwood.com distinguishes itself on the market because it combines know-how,
technology and its professional competence of tradition with design. Enjoyable, beautiful,
educational, creative, safe and consistent with traceability and correct forest management
values according to the Forest Stewardship Council™ (FSC™) principles. milaniwood.com
toys and games are distributed worldwide through the e-commerce website.

w w w.m i lani wo o d.co m

Our values
We create wooden games with contemporary designs that are fun, creative and educational, drawing
on the latest trends without forgetting manual skill or the value of spending time together as a family, playing a board game.
We manufacture everything ourselves, to ensure the desired quality. We make them with wood, the most natural of materials.
We work using a combination of cutting-edge technology and age-old craft skills. We deliberately choose certification
to protect the environment, where we live with our families and where our children will grow up.

When children, mum and dad all love a game,
we’ve done our job properly.

WE RESPECT

FORESTS AND WORKERS
OUR PRODUCTS ARE

MADEINITALY

GAMES DESIGNED BY

WOODDESIGNERS

1924 - Vincenzo Milani founded a small lathing firm
specialized in the realization of technical accessories
for the textile industry and various other applications.
1974 – His sons transformed the company into
TAMIL (a lathing firm for small wooden articles) extending
production to fashion accessories, model ships, toys, fancy
goods for the home and office, decorations, knobs and handle
sectors. The company was structured on a technological
and dimensional level keeping the value of human relations
unaltered.

experience
and Made
in Italy
since 1924

1994 –The third generation constantly invests in technology,
training and management offering its years of experience
to the service of excellent Italian and foreign brands.
2002 – The brand name milaniwood.com was created
to offer products designed and manufactured entirely in
Italy to a general public which is sensitive to quality and the
environment. The company has FSC® certification (Forest
Stewardship Council®) and follows responsible production
policies.
Today - milaniwood.com has developed its own lines of toys,
games and wooden objects, which are distributed worldwide
throughout the world through selected sales points, its own
e-commerce platform and by participating in domestic
and international fairs.
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BBQ
party

BBQ party
Fastest Skewer Around!
Without using your hands, try to skewer
the ingredients shown on the dice
faster than your opponent.
The winner is the player with the
highest score after five rounds!
MBBQ0
001

4-99

2

design Bice Dantona and Bernardo Corbellini
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give me
five

give me five
Make the most squares
by joining hands of the same colour.
An innovative game of logic and colour associations.

MQLM0
001

Place a piece if you can join hands of the same colour.
The winner is the player who earns the highest score by completing
squares with hands of the same colour (fig.A, 2 points)
and with hands of different colours (fig.B-C, 1 point).

5-99

2

design Alberto Crippa and Alberto Mosconi
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duel
of discs

duel of discs
A new version of shuffleboard you can set up anywhere.
Shoot your pucks into your opponent’s half first!
MDAD0
001

assembled board
61 x 31 cm

5-99

2

design Marco Milani and Sergio Milani

JUMP!

wooden
tiddlywinks

JUMP! wooden tiddlywinks
Playing sports with winks. Great fun for all ages!
archery · MJMP0-003
The winner is the player
who has the highest score once
every archer has had a turn!

4-99

2-4

tennis · MJMP0-001
The winner is the player
who scores the most points
and wins the best of 3 sets!

4-99

2-4

basketball · MJMP0-002
The winner is the player who scores
the most points by shooting
the ball - wink into the opponent’s
basket during 4 periods!

4-99

2

design Sergio Milani graphic design Bice Dantona and Bernardo corbellini
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connecting
cubes

connecting cubes
Be the first to place four cubes of your colour
horizontally, vertically or diagonally and win!

MCCN0
001

A / INSTRUCTIONS

B / INSTRUCTIONS

Play upwards in 3 directions.
Place 4 cubes horizzontally, vertically,
diagonally in tour colour and win!

Play on a flat surface in 4 directions.
Place 5 cubes horizzontally, vertically,
diagonally in tour colour and win!

5-99

2

design Sergio Milani
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globetrotter
dominoes

globe-trotter dominoes
2 in 1 games to tour the world!
Globe-trotter dominoes is an innovative variant
of the traditional game, with its own two versions,
that takes the players on a tour of the world
through the monuments depicted on the tiles.
In the linear version, players
have to join matching tiles - i.e.
the tiles where the white line
joins up. The winner is the first
person who plays all their tiles
or has the least tiles left when
the trip finishes (i.e. when no
player has a tile that can be
played.)
MDMNG
001
In the memory version,
the winner is the player
who has the best memory
for finding pairs of
monuments in the same
colour!

4-99

1-4

design Alberto Crippa and Alberto Mosconi
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a forest
race

a forest race
Cross the finishing line to win!
The player places
two trees about 25 cm apart
on the floor and the three discs
in a triangular shape, with
the vertex facing him or her.

MCBC0
001

On the first throw, the closest disc is thrown,
so that it slides along the floor between the other two.

For the following throws, any disc can be chosen.
The aim is still sliding the disc between the other two,
but if it touches a tree or another disc, or turns over,
then it is the turn of the next player, who starts from
the beginning again.

The winner is the player who manages to get past
the finishing line between the trees first!

5-99

1+

design Bernardo Corbellini and Bice Dantona
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colourful
sudokino

colourful sudokino
A simplified game for children,
with harder levels for adults.
Having chosen the puzzle and after
setting up the board
with the “target“
side of the markers facing up,
the goal is to play the markers
of the right colour in the various
spaces so that each colour
only appears once in each
column (vertical),
each row (horizontal)
and each of the 6 blocks.
There are 60 patterns to play,
with 3 levels of difficulty (see the examples).

6-99

1+

MSDK0
001

design Milaniwood with Il Leccio
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woody
builder

woody builder
Who is going to complete the highest
number of challenges while balancing
the bar on one finger?
Woody Builder is a game to test yourself
and your friends in a series of fun tests
of balance and coordination.
The player takes the balance bar with
the number of weights shown on the die
and places it on the bodybuilder.
Then, the same player throws the personal
trainer die and, lifting the balance bar with
one finger, attempts the challenge shown.
The winner is the player who completes
the highest number of challenges
without the weights falling!

6-99

1+

MWDB0
001

design Bernardo Corbellini and Bice Dantona
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chop
the carrot

chop the carrot
Who will be able to chop
the whole carrot, piece
by piece, without it falling?
Chop the Carrot is a compelling game
of concentration and dexterity.
Using the wooden toy knife, a player
tries to knock out the bottom disc
of the carrot without the rest
of the carrot, or even simply a single
other disc, falling. Disc by disc,
try to knock out the bottom piece
of the carrot until the top section
is on the playing surface.
The discs can be straightened
out a maximum of three times
and only using the knife.
The winner is the player who
removes the highest number
of discs and straightens out
the carrot the fewest number
of times!

5-99

1+

MAFC0
001

design Bernardo Corbellini and Bice Dantona
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makemaki

makemaki
Who will be the quickest Sushi
Chef?
Makemaki is both a design game
and a test of skill and speed, with
two Sushi Chefs competing.
Each one has 24 coloured wooden
ingredients to make mouth-watering
Maki. One card from the recipe pack
is turned over and each Sushi Chef starts
preparing the required Maki, using only
chopsticks. The winner is the Sushi Chef
who completes the recipe first!

6-99

2

MKMK0
001

design Bernardo Corbellini and Bice Dantona
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turtle
challenge

turtle challenge
Unbelievably agile turtles
take on amazing challenges!
The wooden turtle challenge
is a 2 in 1 game! Have fun playing bowls
with the wooden turtlesnor balancing
them on top of each other without
making them fall. Who will get a turtle
closest to the Giant Rock?
Whose tower will be the tallest?

MTRT0
001

4-99

2

design Bernardo Corbellini and Bice Dantona
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a game of
seasons

a game of seasons
Who will be the first to get all their
tree canopies the same colour?
Green - Summer, Orange - Autumn,
White - Winter and Pink - Spring.
The dice controls the changing
of the seasons and the colour of the
wooden trees. The winner is the first
player to place five canopies of the
same colour on their tree
and complete a season!

MGST0
001

5-99

2-4

design Emanuele Pessi
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wall
to wall

wall to wall
Build your victory brick by brick.
The two players must build a wall.
Choose a colour. Take turns throwing the die
to see which action must be done.
The winner is the player who creates the longest
row and diagonal as well as the longest continuously
touching bricks in their colour!

MMCM0
001

6-99

2

design Sergio Milani and Emanuele Pessi
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ariadne’s
thread

ariadne’s thread
Escape the maze button by button.
Each player starts with 5 buttons. When it’s your turn, place a button
on the thread if you have one of the same colour, shape or size as the last
button as well as the adjacent buttons, when you reach the buttonholes
with arrows. If you manage to place a button, then you draw a new one
from the bag; otherwise, you have to discard one.
Extra buttons can be won during the game as prizes. The winner is
the player who gets out of the maze with the highest number of buttons!
Younger players can play Towers, a game that helps them learn colours
and recognise shapes and sizes through touch.

MFDA0
001

6-99

2-4

design Emanuele Pessi
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snakes

snakes
Make the most snakes to win!
Each player takes a turn
to throw one of their dice
and line it up with the part of the
snake already on the playing area,
thus continuing to create the
snake. A snake is complete when
it has a head and a tail.
For each completed snake,
the player who placed the final
piece earns 1 point.
The winner is the player with
the highest score, i.e. the person
who completes the highest
number of snakes.

5-99

2

MTSC0
001

design Bernardo Corbellini and Bice Dantona
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the
storytellers

the storytellers
The adventures of the Castle.
Wooden finger puppets
for story-telling.
Let the curtain rise and the show begin!
Once upon a time there was a castle,
with kings, queens, brave knights
and magical characters...
Build the cardboard theatre in the box,
slip the Storytellers on to your fingers
and have fun inventing and putting
on fabulous stories, on your own,
with your friends or with your parents.
The Storytellers is ideal to stimulate
the imagination of children and adults
who still know how to tell stories.

3-99

1+

MPPSA
001

design Bernardo Corbellini and Bice Dantona
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crazy
palace

crazy palace
The one who is bravest and
has the firmest hand wins!
A palace to build and two
crazy builders who challenge
each other: who will reach
the highest point without
making the Crazy Palace fall?
20 blocks, a dice and a base
to start with.
Taking turns, the two players
place a block according
to theinstructions given
by the dice and position
their own piece.

5-99

2

MCZPX
001

design Bernardo Corbellini and Bice Dantona
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T-boats
challenge

T-boats challenge
A new strategy game for all ages!
2 players. The object of the game
is to “T” your opponent, or rather,
place one of your markers
perpendicularly to one
of a different colour.
The player that does more “T’s”
eliminating all of his opponent’s
markers wins.
1. move a marker
MTTT0
001

2. permitted moves

3. “T” your opponent

8-99

2

design Bernardo Corbellini and Bice Dantona
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the
colour
tower

The colour tower
A game of markers for learning
the colour theory the fun way.
From 2 to 5 players with 3
levels of difficulty.
SIMPLE, for kids, CLASSIC
and ADVANCED.
to win markers:
1. equal colour
MRBC0
001
2. combination of colours

3. complementary colours

5-99

2-5

design Bernardo Corbellini and Bice Dantona
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rainbow

rainbow
A game of colours and luck in
which two players take turns
rolling dice.
You score a point when you roll: 3
equal colours, 2 equal colours + 1
Joker, 1 colour + 2 Jokers, 3 Jokers.
The first to score five points
and reach the finish line on the
scorekeeper wins.
A fun and intriguing game where
kids and adults challenge each
other evenly matched!
MARC0
001
to score:
3 same colours
2 same colours
+ 1 joker
3 jokers
1 colour
+ 2 jokers

4-99

1+

design Mao Fusina

two scoops
The magnetic challenge!
A new magnetic pocket version of the traditional games
of skill, Bilboquet and Kendama. Eight levels of play,
going from the easiest to the
most difficult to magnetize
one ball and then another on
a straight up or upside down
cone. From 6 to 100 Bigusto
is a magnetic challenge
which amuses and develops
skill and concentration at the
same time.

6-99

1+
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two
scoops

MBGS0
001

design Fabio Guaricci

flying
caterpillar

flying caterpillar
Make the caterpillar fly!
A flying caterpillar has never been
seen before. Just put it in the tube,
aim, pull its tail and the caterpillar
flies through the target or even
higher or further.
Indoors or outdoors, wherever
you want to challenge yourself
or your friends, enjoying yourself
and developing your coordination
at the same time.

MBRC0
001

4-99

1+

design Fabio Guaricci
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mini wood
racer

mini wood racer
Captivating. Spirited. Elegant.
The mini wood racers are ideal for
lovers of design and sports cars.
They are a collection of zippy mini wood
racing cars with eye-catching details.

The mini racers are unique
because the bodywork,
axes and wheels are made
of wood. The tyres are made
of rubber to provide grip.
Just a gentle push with one
finger will get them going.

3-99

1+

design Bernardo Corbellini and Bice Dantona
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Mini wood racers are available
in 5 bright colours: red, green,
blue, black and white.

16

MSETX-183 DISPLAY
(40 pcs, 10 for each colour.
Choose the colours you want)
MSETX-179 red - refill box 5 pcs
MSETX-181 green - refill box 5 pcs
MSETX-180 blue - refill box 5 pcs
MSETX-182 white - refill box 5 pcs
MSETX-201 black - refill box 5 pcs
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woody
maxi
shanghai

maxi shanghai
Chic entertainment.
Maxi shanghai in wood is a toy and also an elegant furnishing accessory.
The hornbeam wooden sticks are 40 cm long and can be placed ornately
in a wooden ring, a bit like a bouquet of flowers.

black
&white
MSETX 200

sun

MSETX 079

sea

MSETX 078

5-99

2-4

design Fabio Guaricci
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domino
tulips

domino tulips
A lawn with 4 yellow tulips,
each with 7 green leaves which
are domino tiles.
Both a game and a furniture accessory
to be kept near a window to get sunlight,
just like a real plant!

MDMN0
001

5-99

2-4

design Fabio Guaricci
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MSETX 124

MSETX 125

MSETX 141

d
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christmas
tree on
a spring

christmas tree on a spring
Ideal for those who is looking
for original and striking decorations.
Tired of the usual Christmas decorations?
Here we have a tree on a spring to decorate with coloured
wooden balls. The set includes 50 balls - red, blue or green and
a 30 cm tree on a spring. It’s easy and fast to decorate. You can have
a great time adding ribbons, raffia, cards and any kind of material
suggested by your imagination and the www.milaniwood.com site.

MSETX 126
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green
noughts
and
crosses

green noughts and crosses
A is the “green” interpretation
of the traditional “three-of-akind” game.
Taking turns, two players plant
samplings on the board.
The first to insert 3 trees of the
same colour in horizontal, vertical
or diagonal wins!
If no one lines up three-of-a-kind,
the match ends in a tie…
and you start over!
Perfect for kids and adults that
love games and nature.

MTRS0
001

to make “three-of-a-kind”:
3 diagonal same colours

3 horizontal same colours

3 vertical same colours

5-99

2

design Fabio Guaricci
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green
mini
bowling

green mini bowling
The right present for those
who never wants to miss
a strike!
It’s a striking present! International,
to play at any age , made in maple
wood, proposed in an essential
and contemporary line.
10 ninepins 7cm high maple
wooden ninepins and one green
bowling ball. To carry and position
anywhere in the home
or the office.

MBWLX
001

4-99

1+

design Product Department
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i tondotti

i tondotti
Tender wooden animals
Tondotti is a family of hand-crafted
wooden animals with their young.
Soft contours and geometric shapes
knowingly composed create tender
characters, with a refined appearance.
To collect or give it as gifts to show
our affection to the people
we care about most.

duck

MTNDA
001

horse

cow

MTNDA
006

MTNDA
007

design
Fabio Guaricci

3-99

1+

d
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rabbit

crab

hippo

pig

MTNDA
002

MTNDA
003

MTNDA
004

MTNDA
005

eleph

baby hippo

baby cow

baby eleph

MTNDA
008

MTNDA
009

MTNDA
010

MTNDA
011

d
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wood-oo

wood-oo
Anti-stress penholder
Ex-partners saying nasty things about you?
Colleagues plotting behind your back?
Friends you want to dedicate a thought to?
New loves to conquer?
Need to free your positive thoughts and give vent to the negative ones?
Wood-oo is the right penholder for your desk.

MWDO0
001

This product is not a toy but a desk accessory.
design Bernardo Corbellini and Bice Dantona
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build
basic

build basic
Wooden building blocks
for little kids.
Build are building blocks wich
represent and creatively rethink
the world around us.
The game is safe
and made entirely in wood.

1-99

MSETX
040

1+

design Product Department

animal
factory

animal factory
Blocks to glue and colour
to create fantastical animals.
Fish, wolves, zebras, lions, camels,
ducks, snakes, dragons and dinosaurs...
There is no limit to what you can create
with this set of 50 wooden blocks in three
different shapes. Children or adults can
have fun following one of the suggested
designs or using their imagination to
make, glue with wood glue and decorate
truly original animals.
Share your creations using the hashtag
#milaniwoodanimals!

4-99

1+

MLFA0
001

design Bernardo Corbellini and Bice Dantona
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coloured
building
blocks

coloured building blocks
Ideal to give shape to houses,
bridges, towers and all
buildings just like kids
see them.
For the youngest , available in
packs of 30 and 51 pieces.
Cylinders, rectangles, triangles,
yellow, red, green and blue:
colours and shapes that kids
learn to recognize immediately.
Rounded edges which are easy to
hold in the hand and place one
on the other.

maxi

basic

design Product Department

30 pieces MSETX-122

2-99

1+

51 pieces MSETX-123

3-99

1+

g
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m² city
blocks

m² city

m² mini city

m² city

m2 city
City construction sets for the architects of today and tomorrow!
The cloth is the space on which to design your city.
Choose where to place the felt pieces and the green spheres to represent
green areas and plants. Wooden blocks can be placed to create an endless
range of cities where buildings and nature lies in perfect harmony.

5-99

1+

MSETX
106

Small version (1.2 scale) to play even in
small spaces and over the table:
1 cotton cloth 50x50cm,
6 pieces of green felt, 100 wooden blocks.

MSETX
111

Extension version of m2 city,
30 wooden blocks

7-99

1+

MSETX
107

Small version (1.2 scale) to play even in
small spaces and over the table:
1 cotton cloth 50x50cm,
6 pieces of green felt, 100 wooden blocks.

design Fabio Guaricci and Mao Fusina
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surprise

surprise
Wooden shapes for
imaginative educational
activities.
Surprise is a unique product of its
kind. It is a 2 kg bag of re-usable
wooden pieces, selected amongst
those produced for different
industrial sectors. The knob
becomes a tree, the cylindrical
block a building, the grids for model
ships the train tracks: there are
no rules, there is no right or wrong.
Surprise is a re-usable material,
not a toy. The use for educational
and/or creative reasons must be
carried out under adult supervision.

MSETX
080/B

design Product Department
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age

BBQ party

4-99

T-boats challenge

8-99

give me five

5-99

the colour towers

5-99

duel of discs

5-99

rainbox

4-99

tiddlywinks · archery

4-99

two scoops

6-99

4-99

flying caterpillar

4-99

4-99

mini wood racer

3-99

connecting cubes

5-99

maxi shanghai

5-99

globe-trotter dominoes

4-99

domino tulips

5-99

the forest race

5-99

colourful sudokino

6-99

-

woody builder

6-99

-

chop the carrot

5-99

makemaki

6-99

wood-oo

-

turtle challenge

4-99

build basic

1-99

a game of seasons

5-99

animal factory

4-99

wall to wall

6-99

coloured building blocks 30 pcs

2-99

ariadne’s thread

6-99

coloured building blocks 51 pcs

3-99

snakes

5-99

m2 city

5-99

the storytellers

3-99

m miny city

7-99

crazy palace

5-99

play and furnish

tiddlywinks · tennis
tiddlywinks · basketball

*

building sets

creative and board games

new 2020

age

christmas tree on a spring

-

green noughts and crosses

5-99

green mini bowling

4-99

i tondotti

3-99

2

surprise

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Colours and shapes can change without notification | * The chopsticks are not FSC™

milaniwood.com® products are consistent with the following values:
Respect of the laws and the rights of the workers •

Responsible use of natural resources (FSC™ Certification) •
Safety (CE certification) and education •
Use of re-cyclable materials •

• Quality of wood
• Colours are non-toxic and without components of animal origin
• 100% Made in Italy
• Design

milaniwood.com® undertakes to offer, both internally and externally, higher and higher standards of service, safety,
quality of work and products, attention to the environment and to the sustainability of its own productive processes.
F O L LO W U S A L S O O N

Milani s.r.l. - Via Aldo Moro, 16 - 23857 Valgreghentino (Lecco) - Italy
tel +39 0341 64 15 10 – fax +39 0341 63 47 47 – info@milaniwood.com – www.milaniwood.com
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